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Heidi's Bier Bar 

"A Beer Haven"

If beer makes your world go round then a visit to Heidi's Bier Bar comes

highly recommended for you. Usually frequented by an younger clientele,

visitors and locals alike, this bar is perfect for partying with your friends.

The place has several beers on tap; from locally brewed ones to

international brews, you suggest them your taste preferences and their

friendly bartenders are sure to introduce you with a beer that will make

your palate sing. To complement those perfect beers, Heidi's Bier Bar has

a creative menu that dictates local specialties.

 +45 29 57 9803  www.heidisbierbar.dk/  bh@heidisbierbar.dk  Vestergade 18, Copenhagen
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Voodoo Lounge 

"Rock the Night"

Located in the heart of the city, Voodoo Lounge is where rock-lovers

converge to chill out. The dimly-lit interiors, exposed-brick walls and deep

red lighting accents greet you at the bar area. Rock-themed art-work and

photographs adorn the walls, while metal tunes blaring from the jukebox

complete the ambiance. At the bar, patrons can get a good selection of

bottled and draft beers as well as a choice of other spirits.

 +45 3393 5040  voodoo-lounge.dk/  info@voodoolounge.dk  Valkendorfsgade 22,

Copenhagen
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The Jane 

"Vintage Vibe"

Enjoy classic cocktails in a vintage ambiance at this lounge and nightspot

located centrally in the city. The interiors are inspired by the TV show Mad

Men and sport deep dark woods and plenty of bookshelves. Cocktails are

the highlight at The Jane, with bartenders known to concoct some mean

mixes. Sink into the sumptuous chairs and take in the elegant atmosphere

as you sip your drink of choice. A DJ spins energetic tunes on the small

dance floor late into the night. If you are looking for a relaxed, laid-back

place to spend the evening, look no further than The Jane.

 +45 3137 3730  www.thejane.dk/  rasmus@thejane.dk  Gråbrødretorv 8,

Copenhagen
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Jazzhus Montmartre 

"Jazz Station"

Copenhagen's best kept secret, Jazzhus Montmartre has seen the who's

who of the jazz world. Bringing to the city some fine Jazz music, famed

artists like Herbie Hancock, Elvin Jones, Joe Scofield, Marcus Miller and

Eddie Gomez have all made appearances here. The place also serves up

some of the finest and freshest Italian delicacies this side of town. Warm

and welcoming, the Jazzhus Montmartre is where you will find

Copenhagen's jazz lovers. Head to Jazzhus Montmartre, have a quick bite
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and a drink, and indulge in some of the best live jazz music Copenhagen

has to offer. No food is allowed during performances, which start at 8p, so

arrive early if you want something to eat.

 +45 3172 3494  www.jazzhusmontmartre.

dk/index.html

 cafe@jazzhusmontmartre.d

k

 Store Regnegade 19A,

Copenhagen
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Mc.Kluud's 

"Danish Fun"

This authentic Danish nightspot features a full bar, pool tables, and a

pinball machine. Mc.Kluud's hardy drink menu includes a range of spirits,

beers, and sodas and a limited selection of burgers and sandwiches is also

served. If you're looking for a true Danish experience, then be sure to stop

by.

 +45 3331 6383  www.mckluud.dk/  Istedgade 126, Copenhagen
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